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Abstract 
Ontologies conceptualize knowledge with concepts and the relevant relations 
among them. Domain-independent ontology represents common knowledge of 
natural language. Domain-specific ontology represents professional knowledge in a 
specific domain. Information retrieval system purposes to find the useful 
documents wanted by users. The major problem of information retrieval is 
ambiguity of language. There are several methods can be used to decrease the 
negative effect of ambiguity, including query expansion which add new terms into 
the original query terms. This project applies synonym and hyponym relations from 
domain-independent (WordNet) and domain-specific (UMLS) ontologies to expand 
the queries in biomedicine domain, and then evaluate their performance. In the 
result, WordNet doesn’t give obvious improvement on the retrieval performance, 
UMLS slightly improves the result on precision.  
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Introduction 
An ontology is an explicit method that conceptualizes the knowledge of a domain. 
For a certain domain, ontology describes its objects as the concepts and relevant 
relationships among them. An particular ontology could be domain-independent or 
domain-specific. Domain-independent ontologies describe natural language, to 
improve the understanding of conversation. Domain-specific ontologies are 
designed for a specific domain, to help understand the professional knowledge in 
that domain. The application of ontology for this project is to try to improve the 
communication between people and information retrieval system in the 
biomedicine domain. 
An information retrieval (IR) system should have the ability to search documents 
wanted by users in a document collection. The major problem of current IR system 
is that its performance is affected by language ambiguity. When several terms 
express the same concept, an IR system perhaps only retrieves the documents that 
represent the concept by the same term used in the query. When a term expresses 
multiple concepts, this term might lead the retrieval result to non-relevant 
documents [30]. 
Query expansion is one of the methods to improve the performance of retrieval 
system. The basic process is that select new terms which are based on the initial 
query, and then combine both of them to form a new query. Query expansion aims 
to express an information need by multiple terms. The ontology-based query 
expansion gives the suggestion of newly selected terms from the conceptualized 
knowledge. 
There are several retrieval methods for IR system; this project is applying the 
vector space model. This retrieval model bases on the importance of given terms 
both in a certain document and in a set of documents, the rank of the retrieved 
documents depends on the similarity that is the cosine of angle between query 
terms and document terms. 
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This project focuses on the ontology-based query expansion in the biomedicine 
domain. It is going to expand the original query term with WordNet, MeSH and 
UMLS SPECIALIST lexicon. WordNet is a domain-independent ontology, the 
application of it is to expand common vocabulary in the query terms, match the 
same concept but represented by different terms in documents. MeSH and UMLS 
SPECIALIST lexicon are domain-specific ontologies, used to expand biomedical 
terms and to identify term variants respectively.  
The method of expanding query term and their weight are the most important 
factors that affect the retrieval performance. In this project, the synonym and 
hyponym relations from WordNet and UMLS are used to expand the original query. 
The first research question is whether these relations can improve retrieval result in 
the biomedicine domain and the different performance from direct hyponym to 
indirect hyponym. The second question is whether the weight of new terms 
seriously changes the result. 
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1. Ontologies 
Ontologies are a way to describe knowledge with a structured method. There are 
several definitions about ontology. Neches (1991) gave a definition to describe 
what to do to build an ontology. An ontology consists of three parts including basic 
terms and their definitions, the relations between terms and their definitions and 
the rules that identify how to combine terms. According to Gruber’s definition 
(1993), an ontology is a specified conceptualization [1].  
In artificial intelligence, ontologies are the study of conceptualization. It captures 
terms form the vocabulary, conceptualizes them into some domains or subject 
matter. The terms in an ontology can be used to describe specific domains or 
common sense knowledge. Ontologies represent facts by a set of terms, analyze 
the structure of knowledge. In a specific domain, the ontology gives the center 
representation of the structure. Without ontologies, it’s difficult to represent 
knowledge by a vocabulary [16]. For information retrieval system, ontologies could 
help to organize information and direct the search processes.  
This project applies database technology to model ontologies. When concepts are 
modelled by Entity/Relationship (ER), they are usually defined by textual 
description. A concept in the ontologies may have more than one term to describe 
it. For instance, the concept of computer refers to terms laptop, notebook, PC. The 
term notebook also has another sense that is a book with blank pages. This 
example indicates the ambiguous meaning of a term. The polysemy (a term means 
two or more distinct objects) of a term (such as notebook) negatively affects the 
description of a specific concept [2].  
Relationships represent the connections among two or more concepts. The most 
common relationships in the ontologies are is-a and part-of. For instance, laptop 
is-a computer, hard disk is part-of computer. Based on the organization of the 
various ontologies, the relationships can be defined into different sets. The OKBC 
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Ontology defines 36 relationships such as Domain, Range, etc. The Frame Ontology 
has 31 relationships such as Nth-Domain, Range-Subclass-of, etc [1].  
The properties of a concept are represented by attributes in the database based 
ontologies [1]. For instance, memory is part-of computer. The concept of memory 
usually has two properties, type and capacity. When the properties are kept in the 
database as the attributes, the value of type is assigned such as DDRI or DDRII. 
The value of capacity may be assigned such as 1GB or 2GB. The value of attributes 
can be represented as text, number and so forth. 
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2. The vector space model 
For the information retrieval, a document is represented with a set of words 
(tokens). The users freely type one or more query term(s) into the retrieval system. 
A scoring mechanism is to calculate scores that is over the query terms and the 
documents, and then matches the scores [30]. 
There are several solutions for the measurement of the similarity between the 
query and documents in information retrieval, including the Boolean model, the 
vector space model, the probabilistic model and the fussy set. In this report, the 
following empirical work applies the vector space model. This section discusses the 
concepts of the vector space model. 
2.1 Term frequency 
Term frequency describes the term weight in a document itself. Term frequency is 
the number of occurrences of the term t in document d, denoted as tft,d.  
In this view, a document is represented as a set of distinct terms and their 
frequencies. This method only concerns term frequency ignores the exact ordering 
of the terms in a given document. For instance, there is no difference between the 
documents Jack is taller than Daniel, and Daniel is taller than Jack, because they 
have same terms and same term frequencies. This situation is named as bag of 
words [3].  
2.2 Inverse document frequency 
Inverse document frequency (idf) measures the term specificity. It represents the 
term weight in a document collection. If a query term that occurs in a few 
documents is a better differentiator, it should be assigned great weight than others 
that occur in many documents [10]. 
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The calculation of idf is based on counting the number of documents which contain 
a query term. The formula of idf is 
t
t df
Nidf log  
N is the number of documents in a document collection.  is the number of 
documents which contain a given term A [10]. Thus when A occurs in all documents 
( =N) the idf is 0, term A is not a good discriminator to distinguish the 
document’s topic. The idf of a rare term is high. 
tdf
tdf
2.3 tf-idf weighting 
The  is a “local” measurement of the term weights in a given document. The  
 is a “global” value, indicates the term weights within a collection of documents, 
or a kind of degree how wide a term is distributed in a collection.  
tf
idf
The combination of  and  generates a mixed weighting of the term. tf idf
tdtdt idftfidftf  ,,-  
dttf ,  is the frequency of term  in the documents .  is the weight of term t 
in the document collection [3].  
t d tidf
When term  occurs many times in a particular document , the value of  
is higher. When term t  occurs fewer times in document , or occurs in many 
documents, the value of  is lower. When term t occurs in all documents of a 
collection,  is zero. The highest value of  weighting refers to highest 
discriminating power to those documents [3]. 
t
tf
d
d
idftf -
idftf -
idf- idftf -
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2.4 Normalization 
The length of documents is another discussion about term weight. The first feature 
is that longer documents tend to contain higher  values, because terms occur 
more times. Second, longer documents contain more number of distinct terms. The 
relative term weight of multiple-topics documents might be different with 
single-topic and short documents. 
tf
To avoid the effect from document length, the term weight should be normalized. 
There are two solutions, normalization of term frequency and normalization of 
vector length.  
Maximum normalization: max, tftf dt , where is the frequency of the most 
frequent term in a given document. The scale of numerical value is between zero 
and one. The variation
maxtf
 of max, tftf dt is ))maxtfd(*5.0 ,tf t(5.0  , named as 
augmented normalized term frequency. Its scale is limited between 0.5 and 1 [4]. 
Maximum normalization has a potential defect that only concerns the frequency of 
the most frequent term in the document itself. For instance, most of terms occur in 
document d1 have corresponding frequencies to represent the primary topic of d1. 
If one of the terms t4 has excessive high frequency, the maximum term frequency 
in d1. Maximum normalization will drag down the weights of terms t1, t2 and t3. It 
means terms t1, t2 and t3 will lose their importance for the document d1. Another 
document d2 similar with d1 has also terms t1, t2, t3 and t4, but these terms 
haven’t any excessive high frequency. Therefore, in despite of documents d1 and 
d2 represent a same topic; Maximum normalization weakens the term weights of t1, 
t2 and t3 in document d1 [4].  
The method of normalization of vector length is called cosine normalization [3] [4], it 
reduces the defect of maximum normalization. Therefore, they are usually used 
together.  
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In the vector space model, every document and query are represented as a vector 
with component of its own terms (Figure 2.1). The vector space model dilutes the 
excessive high frequency which distorts term weights in a given document [3] [4]. 
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Figure 2.1. Cosine similarity. 
In addition, the normalization factor of the vector space model is not just term 
frequency, the Inverse document frequency (idf) is also involved, so the entire 
factor is tf*idf. 
The formula of the vector space model is shown in Figure 2.2 [4]. 
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Figure 2.2. The formula of the vector space model [4]. 
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 means the i’th term weight (tf*idf) in document d,  is the i’th term weight 
(tf*idf) in query q. 
idw , iqw ,
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3. Information retrieval & Query expansion 
Information retrieval refers to the processes of information access, involves in 
representation, storage, finding of information. The purpose of a retrieval system is 
to extract information desired by users. Information retrieval deals with wide 
objects; the traditional one is textual information, e.g., books, articles. However, 
the developing of modern technology is enlarging its objects e.g., web page, 
multimedia. A given retrieval system can deal with one specific type of information. 
In the empirical section of this report, a set of biomedical documents will be applied 
as the object. 
When the retrieval aims to a given database, the result should contain all the data 
(documents) that satisfies a given query. However, some of the retrieved 
documents may be imprecise. The result of information retrieval is a kind of 
relevant data that connects the query to the given database. 
The problem of retrieval systems is ambiguity which caused by polysemy and 
synonymy [17]. This problem negatively affects that retrieval systems distinguish 
between relevant and non-relevant documents. Polysemy means a single term 
represents several concepts. In this case, a part of retrieved documents may 
contain foreign concepts which are different from the subject of interest. Synonymy 
means multiple terms refer to the same concept. In this case, systems may miss 
some documents which contain the same concept but it’s represented with a 
different term. 
3.1 Retrieval models  
Depending on an information need, a system retrieves a collection of documents 
that matches the query by the previously defined rules. According to the query 
purpose, Broder classified three query classes [11]. 
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Navigational query purposes to retrieve a particular web site that user knows and 
has visited it in the past, or just presume an existing site. Navigational query has 
usually only one desirable result. Other results may be relevant but not desired by 
the user.  
Informational query purposes to retrieve available information on the web. The 
difference between informational query and classic IR is that the information on the 
web is extremely wide. 
Transactional query purposes to find a site where requires/needs some interactions. 
These interactions form a specific transaction in the end. Each step of the 
interactions defines a new query. The major applications of transactional query are 
online shopping and finding web-mediated services.  
Navigational query is good at finding homepages. Transactional query help users to 
locate a website where enables users to fulfil a purchase activity. The informational 
query is the best type for query expansion, because it is used to find information, 
which is relevant to a given topic. This task is more specific than other types [11].  
3.2 Query expansion 
Query expansion refers to the process of adding new necessary terms to a user’s 
initial query. The purpose is to improve retrieval performance by the 
disambiguation of natural language. Query expansion reformulates the original 
query that enables users’ desired information to be retrieved. The major process of 
query expansion is the modification of the original query with new relevant and 
meaningful terms.  
There are three ways for the adding of new terms, users’ manually control, system 
automatic, and users’ assistance. The manual query expansion requires users to 
make a good decision which new term should be included in the new query. The 
result is affected by user expertise. The automatic query expansion follows a set of 
predefined rules, which decide the criterion of term selection. The user-assisted 
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query expansion lists some possible terms, and user selects one or more terms to 
expand the original query [12].  
Query expansion needs new query terms, which are relevant to the initial query. 
There are at least three methods can provide this kind of contextual information, 
relevance feedback, term co-occurrence and Ontologies. 
3.2.1 Relevance feedback 
Relevance feedback is an automatic process for query expansion. The major idea of 
relevance feedback is that the modification of the original query is based on the 
previously retrieved documents. First, user submits a query; the result is a set of 
ranked documents. Second, User identifies some relevant documents from the 
previous result. Relevance feedback chooses important terms or expressions from 
those documents, and then generates a new query [13]. During this process, the 
non-relevant terms from previously retrieved documents could be faded away. An 
alternative method (Pseudo-relevance feedback) is to assume top-ranked n 
documents as the relevant documents [14]. Both of the two methods have a 
common feature: the selection of new terms is the most important factor. It decides 
the performance of the expanded query. 
The loop of relevance judgement can repeat several times, gradually approach to 
the desired documents by users. Relevance feedback separates the query 
operation into some small steps. It provides a controlled process, emphasizes some 
terms and deemphasizes other terms. 
The initial application of relevance feedback was designed with the vector form [13]. 
The details of the vector model are introduced in the section 2. This report doesn't 
discuss the application of relevance feedback in Boolean and the probabilistic 
retrieval models. 
In a vector form, relevance feedback represents the stored documents (D) and the 
query (Q) as n-dimensional vectors, D= (d1,d2, d3… dn), Q=(q1,q2,q2,...qn). The 
measurement of similarity between query vectors and document vectors is based 
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on the inner product (①). is the weight of term  in , is the weight of term 
 in .  
id i D iq
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1
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The expressions (②,③) cannot be used as an initial query [13], because the number 
of relevant documents is unknown. But they can be used to create a feedback query, 
when the relevance judgement is available for a certain query. In the expression ②, 
 is document vector, iD iD  is the vector length, N is the number of document in 
the collection, n   the number of relevant document in the collection. 
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An alternative feedback query is formulated as [13] 
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QQ
21
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  ③ 
1n  and represent relevant and non-relevant terms respectively.  is the 
initial query,  is the first iteration query. 
2n 0Q
1Q
The expressions (②,③) can use both normalized and un-normalized term weights. 
When they use normalized weights, the range should be restricted from 0 to 1. 
When they use un-normalized weights, the range is greater than 1 [13]. 
The process of relevance feedback is shown in Figure 3.1. The document  is 
relevant to the initial query . The feedback query generates a new queryQ  that 
is much close to  than . Assuming that if document is specified by user as 
the relevant document and the new query  replaces . may retrieve more 
documents which are similar to the previously specified documents. 
1D
10Q
0Q1D 2D
0Q2Q 2Q
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            Figure 3.1. The process of relevance feedback. 
 
The major problem of relevance feedback is that it is difficult to get relevance 
information provided by users. The selection of relevant or non-relevant documents 
in the system interface doesn’t seem give enough incentive to users. Furthermore, 
even if users can indicate the relevant documents, identifying correct new terms to 
expand the query is not simple [24]. 
3.2.2 Term co-occurrence 
Term co-occurrence assumes the coupled words that frequently occur together in 
documents often represent the same topic. Term co-occurrence hypothesizes the 
terms used in queries have the ability to discriminate relevant documents from 
non-relevant documents. According to the analysis of term co-occurrence in a 
document collection, the obtained data can be used to identify semantic 
relationships between terms. Base on a user query, term co-occurrence specifies 
indexing terms that are similar to the initial query terms. These similar terms can 
be used to modify the original query. 
The identification of terms that are similar to query term involves the measurement 
of similarity degree between pairs of terms, such as cosine, Dice and Tanimoto 
(expression ④,⑤,⑥) [15]. All of them represent a similarity coefficient. 
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In these expressions, two terms X andY occur in documents and . 
is the number of documents containing terms
)(XF )(YF
),( YXF X andY .  
)(*)(
),(),(cos
YFXF
YXFYXine    ④ 
)()(
),(*2),(
YFXF
YXFYXDice    ⑤ 
),()()(
),(),(
YXFYFXF
YXFYXTanimoto    ⑥ 
It should be noticed that and are symmetric and assign the maximum 
possible values to . If is higher than , assign to . 
That means ⑦. 
)(XF
)
(min{ XF
)(YF
)
)}(Y
,( YXF
)Y 
(XF
),F
)(YF )(YF ),( YXF
,(XF
Using the expression ⑦ to modify the expression ④, as[15] 
)(*)(
)}(),(min{),(cos
YFXF
YFXFYXine   
The modification indicates that the selection of the maximum possible values 
should consider both of two terms. 
The cosine coefficient has three possibilities 
1. )( , 0.1))( YFXF  ,(cos YXine  
2. )(YF , )(XF )(/)(
)(*)(
)(),(cos YFXF
YFXF
XFYXine  .  
If approaches to , the value of the cosine coefficient increases toward to 
1.0. 
)(YF )(XF
3. )( , )( YFXF  )(/)(
)(*)(
)(),(cos XFYF
YFXF
YFYXine  .  
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If approaches to , the value of the cosine coefficient increases toward to 
1.0. 
)(XF )(YF
These possibilities indicates that the largest cosine coefficient is 1.0, 
when . This result implies that, the ‘nearest neighbor’ of a query term 
is likely to have a comparable frequency of occurrence. If
)()( YFXF 
X is a query term that is 
to be expanded, the new term (most similar to X ) will be one with comparable 
frequency [15]. 
A previous study revealed the defect of term co-occurrence [14]. Query terms are 
likely to have high frequencies in a document collection. The ‘nearest neighbors’ 
that are used to expand the initial query are also likely to have high collection 
frequencies. These high frequency terms ineffectively discriminate relevant 
documents from non-relevant documents. 
If query terms that infrequently occur in a collection, their alternatives that are 
identified by the term co-occurrence data occur also very infrequently. Therefore, 
this kind of alternatives can be used for automatic query expansion [14]. 
3.2.3 Ontologies-based query expansion 
One of the applications of ontologies in information retrieval is related to query 
expansion, which involves the searching of the new terms in the ontologies. These 
new terms are related to the original query terms, to be used as a part of the query.  
Ontologies are useful for disambiguation in natural language. The well designed 
ontologies give the basis for knowledge representation in common sense or specific 
sense. Ontologies-based knowledge representation provides two applications in 
information retrieval. Domain-specific ontologies help identify the semantic 
categories that are involved understanding discussion in that domain. For this 
purpose, the ontologies work as a concept dictionary. Domain-independent 
ontology is a general-purpose ontology and has been used for language 
understanding [16]. 
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However, domain-specific ontology can fail to represent the knowledge when the 
application approaches to the boundary of the capability of the domain-specific 
knowledge. For example, biology employs a number of terms which rarely occur in 
daily conversation such as glycerophospholipids, galactosamine, etc. These terms 
are in the heart area of biology domain. Other terms might have multiple senses, 
such as translate. In common sense, translate means that restate words from one 
language into another language. In biology domain, translate means that 
synthesize proteins depend on mRNA. So Translate is one of the terms which lie on 
the edge of biology domain. This kind of terms intersects with common sense. 
Therefore, domain-specific ontologies need support from domain-independent 
knowledge to solve ambiguity under some cases.  
3.3 Case studies 
The previous section mentioned three methods which work for query expansion. 
This part introduces some applications of them and compares their results, to 
reveal the characters of each method. The details of WordNet and the vector space 
model are introduced in the relevant sections. 
3.3.1 Disambiguation using WordNet 
Voorhees [17] used the extended vector space model of information retrieval that 
was introduced by Fox [18]. This method comprises the query vector and the 
document vector with multiple subvectors. Each subvector is represented by one of 
three types of concept. 1. Words stems (the basic form of words that exclude 
inflectional morphemes.) that don't exist in WordNet. 2. Disambiguated synonyms 
(nouns division in WordNet). Use ID system of words to distinguish the synonyms. 
3. Stems of the disambiguated nouns. The first concept type includes some nouns 
that are not in WordNet such as technical terms, pronoun, some of them are not 
noun and some nouns that couldn't be disambiguated (their senses haven’t positive 
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difference) [17]. The second and third types are the alternative representations of 
the concepts. The same word can enter into both of them.  
The extended vector space model measures the similarity between document and 
query vector with the weighted sum of the similarity between concept types. 

itype
concept
iiii QDsimQDsim ),(),(   
isim is the similarity for the concept type i . and are the ith subvectors of 
document and query respectively. 
iD iQ
D Q i is a weight that reflects the importance 
of concept type i [17]. 
In this experiment, the first concept type is used as the control to compare the 
performance of other concept types. The similarity measurement only concerned 
the matches within the three concept types. The syntactic elements verbs, adverbs 
and adjectives are conflated to the same term as a noun match. 
According to the result, Voorhees lists some interesting finding and important 
conclusion [17]. Nouns that cannot be disambiguated more frequently occur in the 
queries. Some senses from these nouns are always selected in the documents. So 
it’s difficult to make the matches between the documents and the query for these 
terms.  
The result also shows that it’s difficult to disambiguate the short query statement, 
because the selection of the correct sense of nouns depend on the IS-A hierarchy is 
not reliable. And short statement doesn't give sufficient information for 
disambiguation. The match of incorrect sense results in losing the correct matches 
which caused a worse effect on the retrieval performance than use incorrect 
matches.  
This disambiguation technique that uses the single IS-A hierarchy within WordNet 
produces a worse retrieval performance than word stem. 
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3.3.2 Query expansion using WordNet 
Voorhees uses WordNet to expand query [19]. This expansion process involves 
semantic/lexical relations within WordNet. These relations give a wide choice of 
words to expand a query including synonyms of a synset, hyponyms in the IS-A 
hierarchical structure, and other words that are linked away from the original type 
such as antonyms, holonyms, etc. Voorhees adds all synonyms contained within a 
synset chain and used a parameter set to specify each relation type. 
The similarity between document vector and query vector is measured by the 
extended vector space model. This model is similar to the model mentioned in last 
section of this report. The similarity is the weighted sum of the similarities between 
document  and each of the query’s subvectors. D
 
itype
concept
ii QDQDsim ),(  
Where is the inner product of two vectors, is the ith subvector of queryQ . iQD  iQ
i is a weight that reflects the importance of concept type i. 
Voorhees tries four expansion strategies: expansion by synonyms only, expansion 
by synonyms plus all hyponyms, expansion by synonyms plus the parent 
hypernyms plus all hyponyms, expansion by synonyms plus the relevant synset. 
The result indicates that all of the expansion strategies just improve the retrieval 
performance a little; the semantic/lexical relations don’t make significant 
advantage. When the new query terms have higher weight than the original terms 
(the parameter  in the formula), the result gets worse [19].  
The process of query expansion that is based on WordNet benefits short query 
statement more than long statement. When the length of the vectors is 11 in 
average, the maximum improvement is 55% in the 11-point average 
precision-recall. The long query could benefit from other expansion processes such 
as relevance feedback [19]. 
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Voorhees gives a suggestion about the selection of the new query terms [19]. 
For (each query term ) { w
If ( is unexpanded and document frequency of w w N ) { 
Expand all synsets containing , name the lists as kin. w
} 
For (each relative in the kin lists) { 
If (the term occurs in more than one list) w
Add relative to the original query terms 
} 
The key point is that query expansion should consider the document frequency of 
 and the intersection of synsets. If a query term occurs in several synsets, the 
overlapping terms in the relevant synsets may be important. 
w
Navigli expands query with more semantic/lexical relations and the words from the 
sense definitions within WordNet, due to the limited effect of synonyms and 
hypernyms [20].  
These relations consist of hypernym (denoted with ), hyponym ( ), 
meronym ( ), holonym ( ), pertainym (fish pertains-to animal ), attribute 
( ), similarity ( ), gloss ( ), topic ( ), domain ( ). The most 
relations are directly extracted from WordNet, except for gloss, topic and domain.  
@ ~
# % \
dl & gloss topic
The topic and gloss relations are extracted with the SemCor and WordNet concept 
definitions respectively. The SemCor assigns a selected sense from the WordNet 
sense inventory to each word in a sentence. WordNet doesn't represent sense tags 
for the definitions, so Navigli develops an algorithm for gloss disambiguation. For 
instance, sense No.1 of :bus a vehicle carrying many passengers
1#  
; The gloss 
relation is:bus , 1# vehiclegloss 1# bus #1 gloss passenger
The domain relation is extracted from WordNet domain labels. The original 
WordNet doesn't contain domain labels; Magnini invents a semiautomatic method 
that assigns domain labels to WordNet synset [21]. 
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These relations build a network for each word sense (Figure 3.2). In this net, the 
concepts that their distances are not greater than three relations from the centre 
(sense No.1 ofbus ) would be applied for the experiment [20]. 
 
Figure 3.2. The semantic network of bus (sense 1) [20]. 
This experiment uses five sense-based expansion methods. 1. Synset expansions: 
the relevant synset replaces the original term. 2. Hypernym expansion: the direct 
hypernyms are added to the query. 3. Gloss synset: adds the synset of the relevant 
gloss. 4. Gloss words: adds all words from the relevant gloss. 5. Common nodes: 
adds intersectant words from different synset which contain a same term in the 
original query. 
The results indicate that all of five expansion strategies produce an improvement. 
The most remarkable one is 26% improvement in the retrieved correct documents, 
expanding with gloss words. The best candidates for query expansion are in the 
same semantic domain and the same level of generality of the query terms. The 
semantic relations derived from an ontology seem give more effective performance 
on information retrieval. 
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3.3.3 Query expansion using domain-specific ontologies 
The last section of this report mentions some applications of WordNet which is a 
domain-independent ontology, designed for general purposes. This section 
introduces the applications of domain-specific ontologies. 
Stockholm university ontology represents concepts and their properties, consists of 
some university relevant entities such as lectures, students, teachers, etc. Each 
concept is described in four properties: occupations, educational programs/ degree, 
places and events [22]. For instance, the occupations property has values such as 
Vice Dean, research assistant, etc. the educational programs/ degree property has 
values such as department of computer science, etc. The places property has 
AulaMagma, etc. The events property has enrollment, etc. In this ontology, IS-A 
relation organizes all the concepts into a hierarchical structure. For instance, the 
concept Vice Dean has the super-concept (hypernym) person in faculty board and 
several sub-concepts (hyponyms) (Figure 3.3). 
PersonInFacultyBoard 
ISA 
Vice Dean 
ISA ISA ISA 
Hyponym 1 Hyponym 2 Hyponym 3 
Relatedness Relatedness 
 
Figure 3.3. The sample of Stockholm university ontology. 
Stockholm university ontology organizes all concepts with two semantic relations 
hyponym/hypernym and relatedness [22]. This ontology restricts the query types 
with the four properties (who, when, where and what). This experiment gives an 
improved result in precision.  
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The National Center for Biotechnology Information (NCBI) maintains various 
databases related to biology domain such as gene names, gene sequences, protein 
products, etc. Based on these domain-specific ontologies, Hersh developed a query 
expansion method for genomic information retrieval [23]. This method consists of 
two parts, expansion by gene names or by external knowledge.  
Usually, a gene name can be assigned with the first finding function. When the 
research work reveals more details of it, the name may be changed. For instance, 
the gene icia codes the protein which inhibits chromosome initiation, so used the 
abbreviation as its initial name. After a couple of years, biologists found that the 
amino acid arginine seriously affected the protein activity. Therefore, they changed 
the gene name as argP. The similar situation also occurs on gene ID, gene 
sequence, etc. 
The Hersh’s method transforms a gene name into a single query string which 
includes the official name and aliases. The result shows low precision at several 
points of recall. To conquer this problem, gene names are separated into phrases, 
in which one phrase represents one name. And assign higher weight to the official 
name. This phrase boosted process increases precision [23]. 
The external knowledge consists of thirteen kinds of data that collected by Source 
(www.source.stanford.edu). Unfortunately, not all information is available for all 
genes. Hersh obtains as much as possible information to expand the test data. This 
process doesn't improve the retrieval performance [23].  
Hersh concludes that, if query terms relate to gene or protein names, the 
information from Gene Ontology and SwissProt gives the most important 
improvement on the retrieval performance. The query expansion by the external 
information is unlikely to improve the performance, if simply expand query terms 
with their hypernyms and hyponyms [23]. 
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3.4 Selection and weighting of new terms 
Whatever the applied expansion method is relevance feedback, term co-occurrence 
or ontology based query expansion, the method of term selection and the scale of 
new terms are the key factors on the performance of retrieval. 
3.4.1 Term selection 
Sihvonen organizes a study that analyzes the role of users’ own terms and 
thesaurus terms in query expansion, the selection of thesaurus terms and the type 
of selected terms [25]. This study compares the thesaurus-aided searches which are 
performed by experts (15 students with credits in pedagogics) and novices (15 
students without the credits). The retrieval system is supported by ERIC thesaurus. 
If the terms provided by user don't match with the thesaurus, ERIC suggests 
alternative candidates. Sihvonen gives all students two search tasks related to 
pedagogics, the easy one contains specific and clear words, and the difficult one 
represents the search task with general, complex and unclear words. Therefore, 
students must formulate their own query with the help from ERIC. 
In the easy task, the experts formulate the initial query by using 1 term more than 
novices, and the novices expand the queries by using 1.1 terms more than the 
experts in average. In the difficult task, both of the experts and the novices 
formulate the initial query with the same number of terms. The experts expand the 
queries by using 0.6 terms more than the novices.  
In both tasks, the experts and the novices require assistance form the thesaurus. 
In the easy task, Novices pick more terms than the experts (2.4 vs. 1.7); the 
proportion of thesaurus terms is 62 per cent among experts and 69 per cent among 
novices. In the difficult task, the experts use more of both their own terms and 
thesaurus terms than the novices. The proportion of thesaurus terms is 75 per cent 
among experts and 63 per cent among novices. 
In the easy task, the experts enter 1.2 terms more and study 0.8 terms more in the 
thesaurus than the novices. In the difficult task, the experts see more thesaurus 
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terms, whereas both of two groups select almost equal number of terms in ERIC 
thesaurus.  
Sihvonen also investigates the extent of aspects in expansion. Both of two groups 
use the thesaurus to expand the queries. The experts represent the difficult aspects 
in both tasks, and concentrate more around the main query concepts. The novices 
use terms from that thesaurus represent over all aspects.  
The experts and the novices improve the query effectiveness with the expansion in 
both tasks. In the easy task, the initial queries of the novices find slightly more 
relevant documents than the experts (3.9 vs. 3.4). However, the expanded queries 
of the experts find more relevant documents than the novices (6.4 vs. 5.5). In the 
difficult task, the experts find significantly more relevant documents than the 
novices, 2.2 vs. 0.7 in the initial queries and 5.7 vs. 3.4 in the expanded queries. In 
all, the experts find more relevant documents by query expansion in both tasks 
than the novices.  
The comparison of the query effectiveness and other figures indicates that the 
improvement of query is more related to the type and quality of new terms. There 
are no statistically significant differences among the figures, except the query 
effectiveness. There are no direct relations between the improved query 
effectiveness and other figures such as the number of terms. The most possible 
explanation is that the experts who have credits in pedagogics choose the new 
terms much better than the novices. Although novices use more new terms in the 
easy task than the experts and about same number in the difficult task, their query 
effectiveness is weaker. Therefore, the type and quality of the query terms chosen 
by experts is more related to the query result. 
The traditional relevance feedback selects top-ranked documents as the relevance 
by automatic process or by users. Klink reports a new method for new term 
selection which is based on feedback process [26] [27]. This method employs relevant 
documents retrieved by previous queries, named as TCL (Term-based Learning). 
Each query corresponds to a list of existing relevant documents. A multiple 
dimensional vector represents relevance information of each query. 
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Where is the -th dimension of a vector, is the number of queries in a 
document collection. is the number of documents[26] [27]. 
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TCL consists of learning phase and expansion phase. In the learning phase, step 1 
checks all existing queries, collects the queries which contain the -th term in a 
new query. If the -th term doesn't occur in any query , the query set  is 
empty. 
i
i kq iQ
 0|  ikki wQqQ  
Where is the set of existing queries, weights each term of the 
query, between 0 and 1 [26] [27].  
LqqQ ,,1  ikw
Step 2 collects all documents which are relevant to these collected queries.  
 QqqRddD kkjjik   )(|  
Where is the set of all documents, is the set of all documents 
that are relevant to the query . 
NddD ,,1  )( kqR 
kq
The last step builds the concept of each -th term as the sum of all documents. 
These documents are relevant to the pre-existing queries, and have the term in 
common. 
i



ikj Dd
ji dC  
Where a vector of term weights represents a concept. If a query contains term i , 
the corresponding concept is  [26] [27]. 
kq
iC
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After learning the term-based concepts, they can be used to expand the users’ 
query. In the expansion phase, all term weights of the concepts which are from the 
relevant documents are added to the query, and not only some terms. The 
expanded query is 'q



M
i
iiCwqq
1
'  
Where are the weights for the concepts and set to 1, is the user query. is 
normalized before using the expanded query.  
iw q
'q
'
'"
q
qq   
Where 'q is Euclidean distance of a vector, 2'2'2
2'
1
' )()()( nqqqq    [26] 
[27]. 
TCL expands query with previously existing queries and the corresponding answer 
documents. Klink evaluates the performance by some collections such as CACM 
(collection of titles and abstracts from ACM), TREC (Text REtrieval Conference), etc. 
All of the collections provide testing queries and a list of answer documents that 
relates to each query. Each query is used to learn the concepts from the relevant 
documents. Then the initial test query is expanded with the learnt concepts. TCL 
results significantly improvement in some test collections. Whereas it doesn't give 
any improvement in others, even gets worse [27]. 
3.4.2 Weighting of new terms 
The predictive algorithms for collaborative filtering shows its effectiveness for the 
weighting of new query terms. Its basic purpose is to predict the votes/actions of a 
current user (active user) based on the database of the votes/actions of previous 
users. And then gives automatic recommendation to the active user [28]. 
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The users’ votes database of a collaborative filtering system consists of a list of 
users , their votes  and the corresponding itemsi jiv , j . The average votes of user 
is defined by the following formula. i



iIj
ji
i
i vI
v ,
1
 
Where are the items that the user  has voted [28].  iI i
The predicted vote of the active user is related to self and a set of calculated 
weights. The predicted vote of the active user  for the item is a sum of 
weighted votes of other users. 
a a
a )( , japj

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Where  is the weights, is the number of users in the database with 
non-zero weights, is the normalization factor, sum the absolute values of the 
weights to unity [28]. 
),( iaw n
k
In the user database, each user can be considered as a vector, the votes of 
corresponding user express the components of the vector. The predictive 
algorithms for collaborative filtering is designed to predict the empty values of the 
vector components of the active user. For the query expansion based on the vector 
space model, the purpose is equivalent to predict the weights of the new added 
query terms. The original formula is transformed as: 



k
j
jijji DdDQSimkQq
1
, ))(,(  
Where the query is an n-dimensional vectorQ ),,,( 21 nqqqQ

 
,,( 2,1, iii ddD 
, each document 
in the collection is also an n-dimensional vectoriD ), ,nid
  . is the 
weight of term of the query vector. 
iq
i Q is the average value of non-zero term 
weights in the vector, D is the average value of non-zero term weights in the 
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document . is the number of top-ranked documents that are selected by 
relevance feedback. is the cosine similarity between Q and . 
According to the experiment, this method improves the average precision 14% [28]. 
iD k
),( iDQSim iD
3.5 Thinking as a biologist 
So far, the biological information scatters over many databases, textbooks and 
articles. A single biologist normally focuses on a small and specific topic of a large 
research project. However, the complexity of biology requires that biologists think 
and work in a multi-subject, integrative and collaborative environment. The rapid 
development of biological knowledge requires the researchers to acquire and 
integrate information, data and new discovery. Unfortunately, the available and 
relevant information is not always easily accessible for researches or students. 
Willemsen suggests a framework to construct biomedical knowledge. The 
framework is purposed to collect the information in a specific biological system 
including genes, proteins, biological pathways, cells, organelles, corresponding 
diseases, etc. The first sample is about peroxisome and its pathways (Figure 3.4) 
[29].  
The pathways refer to the metabolism of peroxisome. The relevant concepts consist 
of substrates, enzymes, products, co-factors, etc. It is different to previously 
mentioned biology-specific ontologies, this method concerns systems biology. Each 
concept is organized by its particular function or produce.  
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 Figure 3.4. The four key pathways of peroxisome. The pathways (orange, purple, green and blue colour) 
refer to the metabolism of peroxisome.  
(http://amc-app1.amc.sara.nl/Cmap_Knowledge_Browser/key_peroxisomal_pathways.do). 
 
Figure 3.5. The metabolism of mitochondrion. 
(http://amc-app1.amc.sara.nl/Cmap_Knowledge_Browser/mitochondrion.do) 
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Each item in the framework provides foreign concepts or information resource (PDF 
documents, database, etc) by outer links, they help to explain and apply the 
relevant knowledge. For instance, some products of peroxisomal pathways are 
transported to mitochondrion pathways (Figure 3.5). This connection between 
peroxisome and mitochondrion generates a kind of semantic relation within biology 
domain. And the graphical presentation allows biologists to quickly retrieve and 
evaluate the knowledge. 
The method of Willemsen is just at the initial stage of development. There are still 
some technical problems. First, it requires biologists to determine the links between 
concepts, which is a time consuming job. Second, the expansion of this semantic 
relation is not that simply adds more concepts or information into the framework. 
For instance, mitochondrion and its major product ATP are involved in many 
pathways, which have equivalent importance for living organism. How to keep a 
clear overview in the knowledge-based framework, and how to group concepts into 
higher level such as abstraction? The biological knowledge refers to much wide 
information such as DNA sequence, protein sequence, scientific report, protein 
3D-structure, biochemical reaction, regulation on gene expression, etc. How to 
correctly organize and represent them is a great challenging. 
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4. Semantic representation of WordNet 
In common conversation, a word refers to both the physical utterance and the 
relative concept. Therefore, a word contains two domains; word form that indicates 
the utterance and word meaning that expresses the lexicalized concept. 
Unfortunately, the complexity of natural language causes the semantic ambiguity, 
a single word form has some different meanings and a same word meaning can be 
expressed by different forms. For instance, notebook refers both to the concept 
computer and to the concept book; these concepts can also be expressed by other 
forms respectively (Figure 4.1).  
WordNet is a lexical database for English language, developed by Princeton 
University. It’s a large collection that spans several domains, designed for general 
purpose. 
Entity 
…… …… 
publication computing machine 
…… book …… …… computer …… 
notebook …… laptop notebook …… journal 
Figure 4.1. The relations between word forms and word meanings are represented in a hierarchical 
structure. 
WordNet distinguishes semantic relations and lexical relations with a hierarchical 
structure (Figure 4.1). WordNet groups syntactic elements (noun, verb, adj, adv) 
into synonym sets (synsets). Synsets are organized by semantic relations and 
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lexical relations. Every synset expresses a distinct concept, contains a group of 
synonymous words. Therefore, WordNet could represent related words into a 
network. A synset chain begins at the topic text in the synset section.  
WordNet employs several semantic/lexical relations; this project only involves 
synonym and hyponym. 
Synonym is a lexical relation between word forms which represent similar meaning. 
If expression A substitutes expression B in a linguistic context and does not change 
the original meaning, these expressions are synonymous. Synonym not only exists 
in nouns, but also exists in verbs, adjectives, and adverbs [5]. A set of synonym 
(synset) must be from same syntactic elements, nouns express nominal concepts, 
verbs expresses verbal concepts, etc.  
Antonym is another lexical relation. The first confusing status is the antonym of a 
word A is not always not-A. For instance, tall and short are antonym, but not tall 
doesn't mean must be short. Second, some pairs of antonym have similar 
meanings. For instance, rise, fall and increase, decrease are two pairs of antonyms. 
But antonym relation doesn't exist between rise and decrease. Antonymy is lexical 
relation of word forms, but not a semantic relation of word meanings [5]. 
Hyponym and hypernym represent a pair of semantic relation between word 
meanings; they generate a hierarchical semantic structure. Hypernym is above its 
hyponym which normally has a single hypernym [5]. A hyponym has almost all 
features inherited form its hypernym and plus at least one feature different with the 
hypernym. For instance, salmon is a hyponym of fish; fish is a hyponym of aquatic 
vertebrate. 
Meronym is the part-whole semantic relation; holonym is the whole-part relation [5]. 
For instance, memory is a part of computer; a computer has a memory as a part. A 
meronym can have many holonyms, so this relation can also be used to generate a 
hierarchical semantic structure. 
Hyponymy and meronymy are the most important relations. They provide the core 
organizing principle of the hierarchical structure of WordNet.  
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5. UMLS Metathesaurus, MetaMap and MeSH 
UMLS (Unified Medical Language System) Metathesaurus is a large thesaurus, 
represents biomedical knowledge, can be used for multiple purpose including 
information retrieval and data mining. It helps computer to deal with the 
vocabulary in biomedicine and health domain. MetaMap is a program, mapping 
document to biomedical knowledge based on UMLS Metathesaurus. Both of them 
are developed by the national Library of Medicine (NLM). 
UMLS Metathesaurus organizes vocabulary with concept or word meaning. It 
preserves word forms (concept names) and word meanings from the sauce 
vocabularies (common vocabulary and biomedicine vocabulary), reflects their 
relation. When a word form refers to different concepts from two source 
vocabularies, UMLS Metathesaurus represents every meaning with its specific 
source vocabulary. When the identical concept is represented by different word 
forms in different source vocabularies, UMLS Metathesaurus preserves all the word 
forms [6].  
UMLS Metathesaurus applies a number of vocabulary sources; the following link 
gives more details. http://www.nlm.nih.gov/research/umls/metaa1.html. 
The SPECIALIST Lexicon is one of the applications of UMLS Metathesaurus. The 
lexicon selected about 20000 words from the test collection of MEDLINE abstracts 
(MEDLINE stores a number of biomedical documents); these words also appear in 
UMLS Metathesaurus and Dorland's Illustrated Medical Dictionary. In addition, 
about 12000 common English words from other sources are added [7]. Therefore, 
the SPECIALIST Lexicon contains the most frequent vocabulary and biomedical 
terms. The Lexicon offers some interesting information different with WordNet 
consist of spelling variant, normalization and acronym/abbreviation. 
MetaMap has been developed for mapping biomedical documents to concepts of the 
UMLS Metathesaurus. MetaMap separates sentence into noun phrases, assign 
syntactic tags to each word such as noun, adjective, verb. The key word of noun 
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phrases is named as head [8]. If a word can be found in the SPECIALIST Lexicon, its 
tag will be assigned from the lexicon. Otherwise, the Xerox part-of-speech [9] 
generates the tags. Also based on the SPECIALIST Lexicon, the variants are 
generated including acronyms/abbreviations, synonyms, spelling variants and so 
on [8].  
Before mapping these words, phrases and variants to the concepts within the UMLS 
Metathesaurus, all of the candidates are evaluated how much match to the original 
text and the head, the result called strength [8]. The mapping stage involves 
candidates and their strength, the scoring system indicates the best concept of the 
original phrase. MetaMap ignores some syntactic tags that don’t refer to any 
concept, including aux, compl, conj, det, modal, prep, pron, and punc. 
The following experimental work doesn't apply the mapped concepts, because they 
may lose some important information. For instance, MetaMap maps concepts 
effective, xylanase, candida utilis, rdna, targeted and homologous recombination 
to the sentence the effective expression of xylanase gene in Candida utilis by 18S 
rDNA targeted homologous recombination in pGLR9K. If only discuss common 
vocabulary, MetaMap did a good job. However, this result has a defect on biological 
concepts. First, xylanase gene is a DNA segment that can be translated to the 
protein xylanase. Those two concepts are quite different without the word gene. 
Second, 18S rDNA is a small component of rDNA. It cooperates with another big 
component to synthesize protein (S is a kind of unit). Let’s consider two sentences, 
sentence A contains xylanase gene, B only represents one word xylanase. If apply 
the mapped concepts for the retrieval procedure, when a user desires the key 
words xylanase gene, the vector space model will result the sentences A and B have 
the same similarity with the query, because of the mapped concept only contains 
one word xylanase. Actually, sentence A is more close to the query terms. The 
same situation also occurs on the words 18S rDNA.  
Therefore, the following experiment just applies MetaMap to extract tokens from 
the testing documents. 
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The MeSH (NLM’s Medical Subject Heading) vocabulary is also produced by NLM, 
purposes to index biomedical documents. Every MeSH term represents a single 
concept, and is organized into hierarchical structure (named as MeSH Tree 
Structure). NLM chooses 10-12 terms to represent the topic of a new document. 
Once important new terms or necessary modifications of existing terms appear in 
the documents, NLM adds/modifies the MeSH vocabulary [31]. 
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6. Database 
The goal of this experimentation is to evaluate whether the term expansion by 
domain-independent ontology and domain-specific ontologies could improve the 
retrieval performance. The concepts organized in the hierarchical structure give the 
opportunity to find out the relevant concepts. The expanded query terms are from 
WordNet, SPECIALIST Lexicon and MeSH.  
This section introduces the database which applying for the further 
experimentation. This database contains several tables; first part is from WordNet 
including noun, adjective, verb and adverb divisions, they represent common 
vocabulary. Second part is based on UMLS SPECIALIST Lexicon and MeSH 
vocabulary; they represent biomedical terms, named as lexicon table and Mesh 
table. The ER diagram is shown in Figure 6.1.  
 
 
Figure 6.1. The ER diagram of database. 
 
WordNet represents four kind of syntactic elements, noun, adjective, verb and 
adverb. Depending on the character of each element, choose hyponyms or 
synonyms to expand the original query terms. The synonyms of common 
vocabulary in query terms will be found from WordNet. When query terms and 
documents mention a same concept but represent them with different word forms, 
WordNet Synonym/ 
Hyponym 
Documents Token Belong to 
Variants Lexicon 
Hyponym MeSH 
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the synonyms could be a bridge to connect them. Noun is the major element to 
represent scientific concepts, the application of hyponyms of noun help to expand 
search range, find out relevant subclass concepts. The acquirement of relevant 
sub-concepts enriches the query condition.  
The addition of hyponyms increases query range, not only bases on the users 
desired concepts, but also includes the relevant sub-concepts. For instance, 
blackfish (female salmon), redfish (male salmon), sockeye salmon and so on are 
the hyponyms of salmon. The documents contain those hyponyms will be treated 
as the query target. 
The lexicon table from the UMLS SPECIALIST lexicon contains a number of variants 
of biomedical terms including five types, nominalization, normalization, spelling 
variant, acronym and abbreviation. It will be used to find variants of query terms. 
The biomedical documents use large number of acronyms/abbreviations. For 
instance, the official name of DNA is deoxyribonucleic acid. Normally, biologists 
prefer the abbreviation DNA. However, the full name occasionally appears in 
somewhere. Another important function of the lexicon table is to offer spelling 
variant. For example, the term DNase has several variants such as DN-ase, DNaase 
and DNA-ase. Those possible variants help to match documents that contain the 
same concepts. 
Furthermore, biomedical documents contain a number of special concepts they 
rarely appear in common vocabulary. Therefore, the MeSH table is applied to dig 
out the hyponyms of biomedical concepts. 
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6.1 Extract hyponyms and synonyms from WordNet 
WordNet stores common vocabulary with hierarchical structure in textual format, It 
cannot be immediately converted to database table. Figure 6.2 shows the method 
that extracts hyponym from WordNet.  
 
00019613 03 n 01 substance 0 019 @ 00020827 n 0000 @ 13809207 n 0000 + 00625393 a 0101 ~ 05263850 n 0000 ~ 
05432736 n 0000 ~ 14580752 n 0000 ~ 14580897 n 0000 ~ 14583228 n 0000 ~ 14586258 n 0000 ~ 14619225 n 0000 ~ 
14622893 n 0000 ~ 14723079 n 0000 ~ 14738892 n 0000 ~ 14840755 n 0000 ~ 14899152 n 0000 ~ 14899530 n 0000 ~ 
14939900 n 0000 ~ 15093735 n 0000 ~ 15110096 n 0000 | the real physical matter of which a person or thing consists; 
"DNA is the substance of our genes"   
00020827 03 n 01 matter 0 016 @ 00001930 n 0000 ~ 00019613 n 0000 ~ 00020090 n 0000 ~ 09428967 n 0000 ~ 
14582025 n 0000 ~ 14582220 n 0000 ~ 14582535 n 0000 ~ 14583573 n 0000 ~ 14939445 n 0000 ~ 14956661 n 0000 ~ 
14981183 n 0000 ~ 15004501 n 0000 ~ 15046900 n 0000 ~ 15047849 n 0000 ~ 15109745 n 0000 ~ 15110956 n 0000 | that 
which has mass and occupies space; "physicists study both the nature of matter and the forces which govern it" 
Figure 6.2. A example of WordNet noun items. Shadow letter indicates items substance and matter. ~ 
00019613 (underline) points substance is hyponym of matter. @ 00020827 (bold) means matter is 
hypernym of substance. 
 
WordNet indicates the hyponyms and hypernyms with symbol “~” and “@” 
respectively. In Figure 6.2, item matte is hypernym of substance (shadow). The 
number 00019613 (underlined) points substance is one of fifteen hyponyms of 
matter. Other information such as explanation is not necessary for this project, so 
drop all of them. Because of item matter has multiple senses; substance appears 
twice as its hyponym (Figure 6.3). During the procedure of term expansion, this 
kind redundancy will be eliminated. If a hyponym exists more than once as the 
expanded term, that means increased its weight for a query, cause the changing of 
query condition. 
 
ID Item ID Hyponym 
00020827 matter 00019613 substance 
00020827 matter 00020090 substance 
00020827 matter 09428967 sediment 
…… …… …… …… 
Figure 6.3. The hyponyms of item matter. 
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A. 
00003939 00 a 01 dying 0 003 ! 00003356 a 0101 & 00004171 a 0000 & 00004296 a 0000 | in or associated with the 
process of passing from life or ceasing to be; "a dying man"; "his dying wish"; "a dying fire"; "a dying civilization"   
B. 
00004722 02 r 05 merely 0 simply 0 just 0 only 2 but 1 002 \ 01792573 a 0203 \ 01792573 a 0102 | and nothing more; "I 
was merely asking"; "it is simply a matter of time"; "just a scratch"; "he was only a child"; "hopes that last but a moment"   
C. 
00004227 29 v 03 exhale 0 expire 0 breathe_out 0 008 @ 00001740 v 0000 + 03110610 a 0201 + 00835267 n 0202 + 
14842091 n 0102 + 00835267 n 0101 ! 00005041 v 0101 ~ 00006523 v 0000 ~ 00007012 v 0000 02 + 02 00 + 08 00 | 
expel air; "Exhale when you lift the weight"   
Figure 6.4. The samples of synonyms of adjective, adverb and verb. A. symbol & indicates the synonyms 
of adjective. B, C. a single number (bold) indicates the synonyms of adverb and verb. 
 
WordNet indicates the synonyms of adjective, adverb and verb in different ways. 
The word ID of synonyms of an adjective is followed by the symbol & (Figure 6.4-A). 
For adverb and verb, their synonyms are simply indicated by a digital number 
(Figure 6.4-B,C). WordNet bases on the relevant adjectives to organize adverbs in 
the hierarchical structure. For instance (Figure 6.4-B), the number 01792573 is an 
adjective word ID which connect the word mere. 
6.2 Variants and biomedical terms 
The extraction of items from the textual files of the SPECIALIST Lexicon and MeSH 
vocabulary is simpler than WordNet. Each item of SPECIALIST Lexicon consists of 
variant, word ID, category, etc. For instance, FOC is the acronym of five phases 
(Figure 6.5-A). The variants of acronym/abbreviation and spelling are important to 
the term expansion. There are lots of variants in biomedical documents. The table 
lexicon contains the extracted items from the SPECIALIST Lexicon. It helps to find 
as more as possible documents that represent same concepts but wrote in different 
word forms. 
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{base=FOC 
entry=E0428173 
 cat=noun 
 variants=uncount 
 variants=groupuncount 
"poverty areas";"poverty";"isa"  variants=metareg 
"povidone";"pyrrolidinones";"isa"  acronym_of=Fisheries and Oceans Canada|E0428172 
"povidone";"polyvinyls";"isa"  acronym_of=fish-oil concentrate|E0428171 
  acronym_of=freedom of choice 
  acronym_of=force of contraction 
  acronym_of=fronto-occipital circumference|E0428170 
B A 
 
Figure 6.5. The samples of UMLS SPECIALIST Lexicon (A) and MeSH (B). 
The Mesh table keeps biomedical term in hierarchical structure with IS-A relation. 
For instance (Figure 6.5-B), pyrrolidinones is a povidone. It identifies the relevant 
sub-concepts of a given concept in the biomedicine domain. Its function is similar 
with the hyponym of noun from WordNet. 
6.3 Token table 
As previously introduced, MetaMap is used to extract tokens from testing 
documents. The token table has almost 2 million tokens from about 200000 
sentences.  
MetaMap returns the result in machine read format. For instance (Figure 6.6), two 
noun phrases of xylanase gene and by 18S rDNA have tokens xylanase, gene, 18s, 
rDNA. The key word tag indicates the syntactic tag (underline), tokens indicates the 
word of token (bold). Some syntactic elements are dropped which doesn’t 
represent any concepts, except noun, adjective, verb and adverb. 
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phrase('of xylanase gene',[prep([lexmatch([of]),inputmatch([of]),tag(prep),tokens([of])]), 
mod([lexmatch([xylanase]),inputmatch([xylanase]),tag(noun),tokens([xylanase])]), 
head([lexmatch([gene]),inputmatch([gene]),tag(noun),tokens([gene])])],47/16,[]). 
...... 
phrase('by 18S rDNA',[prep([lexmatch([by]),inputmatch([by]),tag(prep),tokens([by])]), 
mod([inputmatch(['18S']),tag(noun),tokens(['18s'])]),head([lexmatch([rDNA]), 
inputmatch([rDNA]),tag(noun),tokens([rdna])])],82/11,[]). 
…… 
Figure 6.6. The example of MetaMap machine read format. Syntactic tag is underlined, the word tokens 
(bold) indicates the extracted tokens. 
 
To sum up, the creation of database needs several resource files. All of them are 
text format. The main technical question is that read string by file control functions, 
and identify the marks which assist in locating the data.  
First, open a resource file with the file name and path; get the handle number of 
this file. Pass the number to a file reading function that can assign a line characters 
or a paragraph to a string variable.  
Second, identify the marks by a string reading function. In WordNet, “~”, “@” and 
“&” indicate hyponym, hypernym and synonym respectively. In the MetaMap result, 
“tag” and “tokens” indicate the syntactic element and token, etc. When the string 
reading function meets one of these marks, a logic statement judges the wanted 
word or number from the following characters.  
For instance, the token of should be read out from the result of MetaMap (Figure 6.6 
first line). The string reading function reads the string from the head. When it 
meets the mark “tokens”, it immediately stops reading. The logical statement 
identifies that the next element is a symbol not an alphabet with ASCII code. And 
the two following elements are a word of. It adds word of into the field of table 
token. 
The process will be repeated until reach the end of the resource file. The formats of 
WordNet, MetaMap and UMLS are different; each format applies a relevant 
statement to identify the data which will be added into the database. 
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7. Build retrieval system  
The first step of programming work is to modify the database. The raw data doesn't 
offer enough information for the further work. And then is the retrieval procedure 
that focuses on the similarity calculation between documents and a query. The last 
step is interface design. 
7.1 Modification of database 
The table token only stores the extracted tokens from the document collection. The 
vector space model requires the value of tf-idf to calculate the similarity between 
query and documents. The modification includes adding term frequency, Maximum 
normalization ( max, tftf dt ) and the calculation of inverse document frequency 
(
t
t df
Nidf log ).  
The term frequency of tokens is based on the resource document itself. So there 
are two group conditions, the document ID and token. The counting of the number 
of identical token in a specific document is the term frequency. 
Maximum normalization requires knowing the highest term frequency in every 
document. The solution is that groups all tokens by their document ID and only 
keep the highest frequency to each document. This result is stored to a temporary 
table. The document IDs work as a key to create the relationship between table 
token and the temporary table. The highest frequency of each document is read 
from the temporary table, every term frequency in a document is divided by the 
relevantly highest frequency. These values are the normalized term frequency with 
Maximum normalization. 
The number of documents in the test collection is 200778. The calculation of 
inverse document frequency requires knowing the number of documents which 
contain a given term A. The counting procedure also needed a temporary table 
which contain unique tokens. A loop sentence accesses all tokens one by one and 
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counts how many documents represent an identical token from the table token. 
These values are the parameter . The formula tdf
tdf
Nlog is used for the calculation. 
is the fixed number 200778. N
After the modification, table token is added three volumes (Figure 7.1).  
 
id pos token tf idf tf-idf 
701809 118356 device 1.0000 2.4078 2.4078 
701809 118357 several 1.0000 2.0842 2.0842 
......      
Figure 7.1. The table of token. 
7.2 Retrieval procedure 
The tf-idf value is the necessary condition for the vector space model. It gives a 
weighting scale in both single document and document collection. The vector space 
model reduces the problem of a single term with excessively high frequency which 
could distort the component weights of documents in a vector space. 
7.2.1 Query expansion 
For the comparison of the effect from the original query (unexpanded terms) to the 
query expansion, this experiment should allow manually expand query terms. The 
query expansion includes three parts, the hyponyms and synonyms from WordNet, 
variants of UMLS SPECIALLIST lexicon, and the hyponyms from MeSH. 
The original query terms would be assigned a fixed weighting 1. There is a question 
whether the expanded terms should have equal weight with the original terms or 
they should have higher/lower weight. In answer to this question, this query 
expansion allows give different weights to the new terms from 0.1 to 1. 
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The expanded terms consist of synonyms, hyponyms and variants. The synonyms 
and variants of original query terms are extracted only once from WordNet and 
SPECIALIST lexicon respectively. The hyponyms from WordNet and MeSH will be 
found several times. For instance, a hyponyms search of term A. First level 
hyponyms are the direct down words of A. Second level is the hyponyms of the 
previously found hyponyms (Figure 7.2). And each hyponym level could be added 
various weight. The table query stores all of the query terms. 
Term A 
Hyponym B 
 
Figure 7.2. A sample of hyponym levels. 
Resource code 1: add synonyms from WordNet to query terms. 
*!* inner join table term and table adj, to find all relevant synonyms, save them into view adjview. 
SELECT Term.*, Adj.synonym; 
 FROM  ir!term INNER JOIN ir!adj ; 
   ON  Term.term = Adj.noun 
 
*!* read weight of new terms from the interface, assign it to the array variable word[2] 
Word[2]=thisform.text7.value 
IF vartype(Word[2])<>"N"                       /* if the type of word[2] is not a number, convert it as a number.*/ 
 Word[2]=val(Word[2]) 
ENDIF 
 
*!* save synonyms and the weight into the table query. 
USE ir!adjview 
SELECT adjview 
GOTO top 
DO while  .not. eof("adjview")                   /* search the table until reach the end.*/ 
 SCATTER fields hyponym to word[1]         /* save a synonym into array variable word.*/  
Level 1 Hyponym C 
Hyponym E Hyponym F Hyponym D Level 2 
Hyponym G Hyponym H Level 3 
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 SELECT query 
 APPEND blank                           /* add a blank record in the table query.*/ 
 GATHER fields term,frequence from word[2]   /* save the synonym and the weight into table query.*/ 
 SELECT adjview 
 Skip 
ENDDO 
SELECT adjview 
USE 
Other processes of adding synonyms from WordNet are similar with this, the only 
difference is that apply the relevant table.  
 
Resource code 2: add hyponyms from WordNet’s noun table to query terms. 
*!* inner join table term and table noun, to find all relevant hyponyms, save the hyponyms into table nounview. 
SELECT Noun.nid, Term.*, Noun.id, Noun.hyponym; 
 FROM  ir!term INNER JOIN ir!noun ; 
   ON  Term.term = Noun.noun 
 
*!* read weight of new terms from the interface, assign it to the array variable word[2] 
Word[2]=thisform.text9.value 
IF vartype(Word[2])<>"N"                    /* if the type of word[2] is not a number, convert it as a number.*/ 
 Word[2]=val(Word[2]) 
ENDIF 
 
hLevel=thisform.text8.value                   /* the initial hyponym level=0.*/ 
IF vartype(hLevel)<>"N"                     /* assure variable hLevel of numeric type. */ 
 hLevel=val(hLevel) 
ENDIF 
hLevel=hLevel+1                           /* hyponym level plus 1.*/ 
thisform.text8.value=hLevel                   /* display hyponym level.*/ 
 
*!* add the first level of hyponym and the weight into the table query. 
IF hLevel=1 
 USE ir!nounview 
 SELECT nounview 
 GOTO top 
 DO while  .not. eof("nounview")                  /* search the table until reach the end.*/ 
  SCATTER fields hyponym to word[1]         /* save a hyponym into array variable word.*/ 
  SELECT query 
  APPEND blank                           /* add a blank record in the table query.*/ 
  GATHER fields term,frequence from word[2]   /* save the hyponym and the weight into table query.*/ 
  SELECT nounview 
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  Skip 
 ENDDO 
 SELECT nounview 
 USE 
ENDIF 
 
*!* inner join table noun and view nounview, to find second level hyponyms, save the hyponyms into table expandednoun. 
SELECT Nounview.id, Nounview.hyponym, Noun.id, Noun.hyponym; 
 FROM  ir!nounview INNER JOIN ir!noun ; 
   ON  Nounview.id = Noun.nid 
 
*!* add the second level of hyponym and the weight into the table query. 
if hLevel=2 
 USE ir!expandednoun 
 SELECT expandednoun 
 GOTO top 
 DO while .not. eof("expandednoun")               /* search the table until reach the end.*/ 
  SCATTER fields hyponym_b to word[1]       /* save a hyponym into array variable word.*/ 
  SELECT query 
  APPEND blank                           /* add a blank record in the table query.*/ 
  GATHER fields term,frequence from word[2]   /* save the hyponym and the weight into table query.*/ 
  SELECT expandednoun 
  Skip 
 ENDDO 
 SELECT expandednoun 
 USE 
endif 
 
*!* inner join table noun and view expandednoun, to find third level hyponyms, save the hyponyms into view 
expandednoun2. 
SELECT Expandednoun.id_b, Expandednoun.hyponym_b, Noun.id, Noun.hyponym; 
 FROM  ir!expandednoun INNER JOIN ir!noun ; 
   ON  Expandednoun.id_b = Noun.nid 
 
*!* add the third level of hyponym and the weight into the table query. 
if hLevel=3 
 USE ir!expandednoun2 
 SELECT expandednoun2 
 GOTO top 
 DO while .not. eof("expandednoun2")                 /* search the table until reach the end.*/ 
  SCATTER fields hyponym to word[1]           /* save a hyponym into array variable word.*/ 
  SELECT query 
  APPEND blank                             /* add a blank record in the table query.*/ 
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  GATHER fields term,frequence from word[2]     /* save the hyponym and the weight into table query.*/ 
  SELECT expandednoun2 
  Skip 
 ENDDO 
 SELECT expandednoun2 
 USE 
endif 
 
Resource code 3: add variants from UMLS Lexicon to query terms. 
*!* inner join table term and table lexicon, to find all relevant variants, save them into view termlexicon. 
SELECT Term.*, Lexicon.variant; 
 FROM  ir!term INNER JOIN ir!lexicon ; 
   ON  Term.term = Lexicon.noun 
 
*!* read weight of new terms from the interface, assign it to the array variable word[2] 
Word[2]=thisform.text7.value 
IF vartype(Word[2])<>"N"                  /* if the type of word[2] is not a number, convert it as a number.*/ 
 Word[2]=val(Word[2]) 
ENDIF 
 
*!* add the variants and the weight into the table query. 
USE ir!termlexicon 
SELECT termlexicon 
GOTO top 
DO while  .not. eof("termlexicon")                    /* search the table until reach the end.*/ 
 SCATTER fields variant to word[1]               /* save a variant into array variable word.*/ 
 SELECT query 
 APPEND blank                               /* add a blank record in the table query.*/ 
 GATHER fields term,frequence from word[2]       /* save the variant and the weight into table query.*/ 
 SELECT termlexicon 
 Skip 
ENDDO 
 
Resource code 4: add hyponyms from UMLS MeSH to query terms. 
*!* inner join table term and table mesh, to find all relevant hyponyms, save them into view mesh1. 
SELECT Mesh.sauce, Term.*; 
 FROM  ir!mesh INNER JOIN ir!term ; 
   ON  Mesh.target = Term.term 
 
*!* read weight of new terms from the interface, assign it to the array variable word[2] 
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Word[2]=thisform.text11.value 
IF vartype(Word[2])<>"N"                 /* if the type of word[2] is not a number, convert it as a number.*/ 
 Word[2]=val(Word[2]) 
ENDIF 
 
hLevel=thisform.text10.value               /* the initial hyponym level.*/ 
IF vartype(hLevel)<>"N"                  /* assure variable hLevel of numeric type. */ 
 hLevel=val(hLevel) 
ENDIF 
hLevel=hLevel+1                        /* hyponym level plus 1.*/ 
thisform.text10.value=hLevel               /* display hyponym level.*/ 
 
*!* add the first level of hyponym and the weight into the table query. 
IF hLevel=1 
 USE ir!mesh1 
 SELECT mesh1 
 GOTO top 
 DO while  .not. eof("mesh1")                      /* search the table until reach the end.*/ 
  SCATTER fields sauce to word[1]              /* save a hyponym into array variable word.*/ 
  SELECT query 
  APPEND blank                             /* add a blank record in the table query.*/ 
  GATHER fields term,frequence from word[2]     /* save the hyponym and the weight into table query.*/ 
  SELECT mesh1 
  Skip 
 ENDDO 
 SELECT mesh1 
 USE 
ENDIF 
 
*!* inner join table mesh and view mesh1, to find all relevant hyponyms, save them into view mesh2. 
SELECT Mesh.sauce, Mesh1.sauce; 
 FROM  ir!mesh INNER JOIN ir!mesh1 ; 
   ON  Mesh.target = Mesh1.sauce 
 
*!* add the second level of hyponym and the weight into the table query. 
IF hLevel=2 
 USE ir!mesh2 
 SELECT mesh2 
 GOTO top 
 DO while  .not. eof("mesh2")                      /* search the table until reach the end.*/ 
  SCATTER fields sauce_a to word[1]            /* save a hyponym into array variable word.*/ 
  SELECT query 
  APPEND blank                             /* add a blank record in the table query.*/ 
  GATHER fields term,frequence from word[2]     /* save the hyponym and the weight into table query.*/ 
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  SELECT mesh2 
  Skip 
 ENDDO 
 SELECT mesh2 
 USE 
ENDIF 
 
*!* add the third level of hyponym and the weight into the table query. 
IF hLevel=3 
 USE ir!mesh3 
 SELECT mesh3 
 GOTO top 
 DO while  .not. eof("mesh3")                      /* search the table until reach the end.*/ 
  SCATTER fields sauce to word[1]              /* save a hyponym into array variable word.*/ 
  SELECT query 
  APPEND blank                             /* add a blank record in the table query.*/ 
  GATHER fields term,frequence from word[2]     /* save the hyponym and the weight into table query.*/ 
  SELECT mesh3 
  Skip 
 ENDDO 
 SELECT mesh3 
 USE 
ENDIF 
 
7.2.2 Similarity calculation 
The vector space model represents a document with a vector of terms (query is also 
represented by a vector). Each term weight is an independent component of the 
vector. The similarity between query and document is cosine of an angle; the angle 
is formed by query vector and document vector. 
According to the formula
 
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, the query weight and the 
document weight are the relevant value of tf-idf. For instance, if query Q and 
iqw ,
idw ,
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document A have term weights (Figure 7.3), the cosine similarity of query Q to 
document A can be calculated as 
)3992.1158.0105.0)(2.011(
3992.1*2.0158.0*1105.0*1
222222 

 
If a term doesn’t exist in either the query or the document, it has =0 or =0, 
respectively.  
iqw , idw ,
term query Document A 
A 1 0.105 
B 1 0.158 
C 0.2 1.3992 
 
 
 
Figure 7.3. The sample of cosine similarity. 
In this database, the calculation process needs some middle steps and some 
temporary tables. 
1. Table numerator: the table query (including expanded terms and unexpanded 
terms) inner joins the table token by the join condition 
query.term=token.token. This result lists the terms which exist in both the 
query and the documents. The term’s weight times the token’s tf-idf, groups all 
tokens by the document ID and sums these values (Figure 7.4). The final value 
is the summation of idiq w . w ,, *
 
pos tfidf Tfidf*tfidf sum 
13380 2.7404 2.7404 2.7404 
13383 2.7404 2.7404 5.9427 
13384 2.7404 2.7404 2.7404 
……    
Figure 7.4. The sample of the table numerator. 
 
2. Table contained: table query inner joins table token by the join condition 
query.term=token.token, and then groups documents by it’s ID. This result 
contains the documents which represent at least one query term.  
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Resource code 5: calculate  


i
i
diqi ww
1
/* inner join table token and table query. Save the result into table contained */ 
SELECT Query.term, Query.frequence, Sfrequence.pos, Sfrequence.tfidf; 
 FROM  ir!query INNER JOIN ir!sfrequence ; 
   ON  Query.term = Sfrequence.token 
 
/* inner join table token and table contained. Save the result into table similarity */ 
SELECT Query.term, Query.frequence, Contained.pos, Contained.tfidf,; 
  Query.numerator; 
 FROM  ir!query INNER JOIN ir!Contained ; 
   ON  Query.term = Contained.term 
 
USE ir!similarity                                   /* open the temporary table similarity. */ 
REPLACE ALL similarity.numerator WITH Similarity.frequence* Similarity.tfidf    /* calculate . */ diqi ww 
*!* group all terms by the document ID to sum diqi ww  , save the result into table numerator. */ 
select *,sum(numerator) from similarity group by pos into table numerator 
 
3. Table denominatorsen: table contained lists all tokens which are from the 
documents contained at least one query term. The square root of the 
summation of every token’s tf-idf is the value of 

t
i
idw
1
2
, (Figure 7.5). 
pos token sum 
88455   glucose 1.37020000 
88457   blood glucose 3.39960000 
88459   diabetes 1.48720000 
…… …… …… 
Figure 7.5. The sample of the table denominator. 
Resource code 6: calculate the value of 

t
i
idw
1
2
, , and save the result into table 
denominatorsen. 
 
SELECT *, sqrt(sum(tfidf*tfidf)) FROM ir!contained group by pos INTO TABLE denominatorsen.dbf 
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4. The calculation of 

t
i
iqw
1
2
, is used table query, the value is fixed for a specific 
query. So assign it to a variable. 
Resource code 7: calculate the value of 

t
i
iqw
1
2
, , save the result into array variable 
simi.  
SELECT *, sqrt(sum(frequence*frequence)) FROM ir!query INTO TABLE denominatorquery.dbf 
select denominatorquery 
scatter to simi[4]                                  /* array variable sim keeps the value.*/ 
 
5. Depending on table contained, calculate the cosine similarity between a query 
and documents which represent at least one query term, using the previously 
obtained values. This result is stored into table result. 
Resource code 8: calculate the similarity. 
*!* inner join Numerator and Denominatorsen to assemble previously calculated value. 
SELECT Numerator.pos, Numerator.sum_numera, Denominatorsen.exp_5; 
 FROM  numerator INNER JOIN denominatorsen ; 
   ON  Numerator.pos = Denominatorsen.pos; 
 INTO TABLE result.dbf 
*!* calculate the similarity 
REPLACE ALL result.result1 WITH Result.sum_numera/(Result.exp_5*simi[4]) 
 
6. The table document lists the testing document collect. It inner joins table result 
to display the original content, and ranks all retrieved documents in 
descending order. 
7.3 Interface 
The interface has three sections (Figure 7.6). 
1. Query terms section. This retrieval system allows six terms at most. Six text 
controls receive these query terms, each term could be a single word or a 
phrase.  
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2. Control section. As previously mentioned, this experiment allows users to 
assign various weights to the expanded terms. The three text controls receive 
the user defined weights; they are marked as weight of synonym/hyponym. 
The operations of these buttons are listed in Figure 7.7. There are two text 
controls marked as level of hyponym. They do not receive any data; only 
display the level of extracted hyponym.  
3. Display section lists retrieved documents.  
 
 
Figure 7.6. The interface. 
Button Function Resource 
synonym Extract synonyms WordNet 
lexicon Extract variants UMLS SPECIALIST lexicon 
hyponym Extract hyponyms WordNet 
MeSH Extract hyponyms MeSH 
Figure 7.7. The button’s functions. 
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8 Experiment 
The evaluation of IR system normally employs recall and precision. Recall describes 
the sensitivity of the queries, measures the ability of the queries to retrieve 
relevant documents from the document collection. It is defined as the number of 
relevant documents retrieved by a query divided by the number of relevant 
documents in the collection. Precision describes the specificity of the queries, 
measures the ability of the queries to discriminate between relevant and 
non-relevant documents. It’s defined as the number of relevant documents 
retrieved divided by the number of retrieved documents [30].  
R
RA
recall
  
A
RA
precision
  
Where is the number of retrieved documents A R is the number of relevant 
documents [30].  
The comparison of IR systems can be represented by precision-recall curve. For 
instance, human experts define a set of relevant documents (R) to a specific query. 
R  has five documents. . The answer set (A) has ten 
documents. . The calculation of 
precision-recall curve is examined from the top of A. When the first relevant 
document retrieved is reached, its precision and recall will be calculated 
respectively. In the example (Figure 8.1), the recall would be 20 percent and the 
precision would be 100 percent. Likewise, when the second relevant document is 
met, the recall increases to 40 percent and the precision is still 100 percent. The 
precision values set on Y axis and the recall values set on X axis form the 
precision-recall curve [30]. 
},,,,{ 115241285 dddddR 
,,,,,, 1152241941210 ddddddd },,,{ 10085 dddA 
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points Recall precision 
P1 (d5) 1/5=20% 1/1=100% 
P2 (d8) 2/5=40% 2/2=100% 
P3 (d12) 3/5=60% 3/4=75% 
P4 (d24) 4/5=80% 4/7=57% 
P5 (d115) 5/5=100% 5/9=55% 
Figure 8.1. The sample of precision-recall calculation. 
The evaluation of IR requires that the relevant documents of each query are 
already known. For instance, TREC contains a standard set of testing documents, 
and each document has an explanation to describe the information needed by the 
finding of relevant documents. Human experts identify the concept terms based on 
the explanation. The list of concept terms is the criterion to judge relevant or 
non-relevant documents.  
The original testing collection of this project contains about 200000 documents. 
Almost 1000 of them are used for the following experiment. The relevant 
documents to the testing queries are defined by human.  
Figure 8.2 lists the expansion and weighting methods. “NO” means doesn’t use 
WordNet to expand the queries. 
X is the initial query. 
     weights for the expanded terms 
   Hyponym level WordNet Lexicon MeSH 
X.01 1 1 1 1 
X.02 2 1 1 1 
X.03 3 1 1 1 
X.04 1 NO 1 1 
X.05 2 NO 1 1 
Group A
X.06 3 NO 1 1 
X.07 1 0.5 0.5 0.5 
X.08 2 0.5 0.5 0.5 
X.09 3 0.5 0.5 0.5 
X.10 1 NO 0.5 0.5 
X.11 2 NO 0.5 0.5 
Group B
X.12 3 NO 0.5 0.5 
X.13 1 0.1 0.1 0.1 
X.14 2 0.1 0.1 0.1 
X.15 3 0.1 0.1 0.1 
X.16 1 NO 0.1 0.1 
X.17 2 NO 0.1 0.1 
Group C
X.18 3 NO 0.1 0.1 
Figure 8.2. The explanation of precision-recall curve’s ID. 
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This project tries ten testing queries. The average precision-recall curves are shown 
in Figure 8.3. 
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Figure 8.3. The average precision-recall curves with different expansion and weighting methods. The 
initial query is blue color,  
The online MeSH database (http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/mesh) is used to 
investigate the number of hyponym level of biomedical concept terms (Figure 8.4).  
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Figure 8.4 The hyponyms of term Progesterone. From two different categories, the term has total six direct hyponyms; the 
second hyponym level has three terms.  
The most of biomedical terms (~90%) that don’t occur in common vocabulary only 
have two or three levels of hyponym. From the data, ~25% biomedical terms have 
three levels of hyponym. ~30% has two levels. ~10% has one level. ~35% hasn’t 
any hyponyms. In average, the first hyponym level has 5.6 terms, the second level 
has 3 terms, and the third level has 1.3 terms. These data is from the randomly 
chosen terms and exclude the terms which have many hyponym levels. 
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9 Discussion 
The precision-recall curves indicate that the application of domain-specific 
ontologies slightly improve the precision. This result corresponds to some previous 
studies [22] [23].  
Query expansion needs to consider how to choose the new terms and how to weight 
them. The precision-recall curves of A and C (Figure 8.3) use the same expansion 
method and the weights of new term are 1 and 0.1 respectively. The group C shows 
increased precision on expanded queries, but the group A gets lower values. The 
group B doesn’t give obvious difference from the expanded queries to the original 
queries. The comparison indicates that the weights of new terms significantly affect 
the retrieval performance. This system should assign lower weights to the new 
terms.  
It’s difficult to determine the new weight. A fixed weight value maybe suits some 
queries. However, IR system involves in wide information and various methods. It 
needs some kind of dynamic mechanism to determine the new weight. A better 
solution is the predictive algorithms which predict a new weight with the previously 
existed queries and the answer documents [28]. This method automatically 
recommends a weight to each query. 
In the group B and C (Figure 8.3), the difference of hyponym level doesn't give 
obvious change on retrieval performance. The precision-recall curves are almost 
overlapping. Only the group A represents the deviated curves. It seems the indirect 
hyponyms don’t make significant effect on the retrieval performance. The direct 
hyponyms give the major improvement on query result. 
After investigating the number of words on each hyponym level, most of biomedical 
terms don’t like common vocabulary which have more hyponym levels and involve 
more words. Many biomedical terms that are randomly chosen from the testing 
documents contain hyponym levels less than three and each level has fewer words 
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than common vocabulary. 65% (25%+30%+10%) biomedical terms have at least 
one hyponym level, and this level has the most terms (5.6 words). 55% 
(25%+30%) terms have at least two levels, but just 3 words at the second level. 
These data can explain why only the direct hyponyms improve the retrieval result. 
The most of biomedical terms have the first level of hyponyms and the number of 
words is the highest. When apply the second level, about half terms have the 
hyponyms and the number of words is lower. Therefore, there isn’t clear difference 
of retrieval result from hyponym levels. The first level of hyponym contributes the 
main improvement.  
The biomedical documents require accurate expression that can explain why many 
of the domain-specific terms sit close to the bottom of hyponym/hypernym relation 
in MeSH. The expression from the upstream of hyponym/hypernym relation may be 
too general for the scientific representation. 
The semantic/lexical relations in WordNet limitedly improve the retrieval 
performance [17] [19]. This project agrees with this conclusion. In some testing 
queries, the synonyms and hyponyms from WordNet meliorate the results a little. 
In other cases, the multiple-senses represented by WordNet cause worse results. 
The synonyms and hyponyms from incorrect senses deviate from the original query 
target. When they have higher weights, the negative effect is more obvious [19]. 
Both of two curves in group A have higher weights for new terms than group B and 
C (Figure 8.3), incorrect senses and higher weights give worse result. 
The number of variants from SPECIALIST Lexicon is very poor. Both of original and 
expanded query terms almost haven’t variants to be found. This project doesn’t 
observe the effect from the SPECIALIST Lexicon. According to the previous study, 
it seems only the variants of gene/protein names can effectively improve the 
retrieval performance [23]. 
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Appendix: resource code 
1. Synonym  
 
*!* get the weight of synonym 
Word[2]=thisform.text7.value 
IF vartype(Word[2])<>"N" 
 Word[2]=val(Word[2]) 
ENDIF 
IF word[2]<>0 
*!* get synonym of adjective., save it into table query 
 USE ir!adjview 
 SELECT adjview 
 GOTO top 
 DO while  .not. eof("adjview") 
  SCATTER fields hyponym to word[1] 
  SELECT query 
  APPEND blank 
  GATHER fields term,frequence from word[2] 
  SELECT adjview 
  Skip 
 ENDDO 
 SELECT adjview 
 USE 
 
*!* get synonym of verb, save it into table query 
 USE ir!verbview 
 SELECT verbview 
 GOTO top 
 DO while  .not. eof("verbview") 
  SCATTER fields hyponym to word[1] 
  SELECT query 
  APPEND blank 
  GATHER fields term,frequence from word[2] 
  SELECT verbview 
  Skip 
 ENDDO 
 SELECT verbview 
 USE 
  
*!* get synonym of adverb. 
 USE ir!advview 
 SELECT advview 
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 GOTO top 
 DO while  .not. eof("advview") 
  SCATTER fields hyponym to word[1] 
  SELECT query 
  APPEND blank 
  GATHER fields term,frequence from word[2] 
  SELECT advview 
  Skip 
 ENDDO 
 SELECT advview 
 USE  
ENDIF 
thisform.label11.caption=thisform.label11.caption+"Applied synonym" 
 
2. Lexicon 
 
*!* get the weight of variants. 
Word[2]=thisform.text7.value 
IF vartype(Word[2])<>"N" 
 Word[2]=val(Word[2]) 
ENDIF 
 
IF word[2]<>0 
*!* get variants, save them into table query 
 USE ir!termlexicon 
 SELECT termlexicon 
 GOTO top 
 DO while  .not. eof("termlexicon") 
  SCATTER fields variant to word[1] 
  SELECT query 
  APPEND blank 
  GATHER fields term,frequence from word[2] 
  SELECT termlexicon 
  Skip 
 ENDDO 
 SELECT termlexicon 
 USE 
ENDIF 
thisform.label11.caption=thisform.label11.caption+"Applied lexicon synonym" 
 
3. Hyponym of WordNet 
 
*!* get the weight of hyponym. 
Word[2]=thisform.text9.value 
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IF vartype(Word[2])<>"N" 
 Word[2]=val(Word[2]) 
ENDIF 
 
*!* the level of hyponym 
hLevel=thisform.text8.value 
IF vartype(hLevel)<>"N" 
 hLevel=val(hLevel) 
ENDIF 
hLevel=hLevel+1 
thisform.text8.value=hLevel 
 
*!* get the first level hyponym, save them into table query 
IF hLevel=1 
 USE ir!nounview 
 SELECT nounview 
 GOTO top 
 DO while  .not. eof("nounview") 
  SCATTER fields hyponym to word[1] 
  SELECT query 
  APPEND blank 
  GATHER fields term,frequence from word[2] 
  SELECT nounview 
  Skip 
 ENDDO 
 SELECT nounview 
 USE 
ENDIF 
 
*!* get the second level hyponym, save them into table query 
if hLevel=2 
 USE ir!expandednoun 
 SELECT expandednoun 
 GOTO top 
 DO while .not. eof("expandednoun") 
  SCATTER fields hyponym_b to word[1] 
  SELECT query 
  APPEND blank 
  GATHER fields term,frequence from word[2] 
  SELECT expandednoun 
  Skip 
 ENDDO 
 SELECT expandednoun 
 USE 
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endif 
 
*!* get the third level hyponym, save them into table query 
if hLevel=3 
 USE ir!expandednoun2 
 SELECT expandednoun2 
 GOTO top 
 DO while .not. eof("expandednoun2") 
  SCATTER fields hyponym to word[1] 
  SELECT query 
  APPEND blank 
  GATHER fields term,frequence from word[2] 
  SELECT expandednoun2 
  Skip 
 ENDDO 
 SELECT expandednoun2 
 USE 
Endif 
 
4. Hyponym of MeSH 
 
*!* get the weight of hyponym. 
Word[2]=thisform.text11.value 
IF vartype(Word[2])<>"N" 
 Word[2]=val(Word[2]) 
ENDIF 
 
*!* the level of hyponym 
hLevel=thisform.text10.value 
IF vartype(hLevel)<>"N" 
 hLevel=val(hLevel) 
ENDIF 
hLevel=hLevel+1 
thisform.text10.value=hLevel 
 
*!* get the first level hyponym, save them into table query 
IF hLevel=1 
 USE ir!mesh1 
 SELECT mesh1 
 GOTO top 
 DO while  .not. eof("mesh1") 
  SCATTER fields sauce to word[1] 
  SELECT query 
  APPEND blank 
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  GATHER fields term,frequence from word[2] 
  SELECT mesh1 
  Skip 
 ENDDO 
 SELECT mesh1 
 USE 
ENDIF 
 
*!* get the second level hyponym, save them into table query. 
IF hLevel=2 
 USE ir!mesh2 
 SELECT mesh2 
 GOTO top 
 DO while  .not. eof("mesh2") 
  SCATTER fields sauce_a to word[1] 
  SELECT query 
  APPEND blank 
  GATHER fields term,frequence from word[2] 
  SELECT mesh2 
  Skip 
 ENDDO 
 SELECT mesh2 
 USE 
ENDIF 
 
*!* get the third level hyponym, save them into table query 
IF hLevel=3 
 USE ir!mesh3 
 SELECT mesh3 
 GOTO top 
 DO while  .not. eof("mesh3") 
  SCATTER fields sauce to word[1] 
  SELECT query 
  APPEND blank 
  GATHER fields term,frequence from word[2] 
  SELECT mesh3 
  Skip 
 ENDDO 
 SELECT mesh3 
 USE 
ENDIF 
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5. Query 
 
select distinct * into dbf query2 from query 
select query  
delete all 
zap 
APPEND FROM f:\project\query2.dbf 
 
USE ir!contained 
USE ir!similarity 
REPLACE ALL similarity.numerator WITH Similarity.frequence* Similarity.tfidf 
select *,sum(numerator) from similarity group by pos into table numerator 
SELECT *, sqrt(sum(tfidf*tfidf)) FROM ir!contained group by pos INTO TABLE denominatorsen.dbf 
SELECT *, sqrt(sum(frequence*frequence)) FROM ir!query INTO TABLE denominatorquery.dbf 
SELECT Numerator.pos, Numerator.sum_numera, Denominatorsen.exp_5; 
 FROM  numerator INNER JOIN denominatorsen ; 
   ON  Numerator.pos = Denominatorsen.pos; 
 INTO TABLE result.dbf 
select denominatorquery 
scatter to simi[4] 
select result 
alter table result.dbf add result1 f(15,8) 
REPLACE ALL result.result1 WITH Result.sum_numera/(Result.exp_5*simi[4]) 
index on result1 tag result descending 
USE ir!show 
thisform.grid1.recordsource="show" 
